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BOOK REVIEWS
ATTORNEYS As ACTIVISTS: EVALUATING THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCI-
ATION'S BASICS PROGRAM. By Ross F Conner and C Ronald Huf.
Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1979. Pp. 263. $17.50 cloth,
$8.95 paper.
The legal profession, in the view of many political theorists, has
been a conservative force in American society, responsive only to the call
of private interest and advantage, and largely indifferent or even antag-
onistic to legal and social reform. Others find in the historical record a
different pattern, one that reveals an enduring moral commitment to
the precepts of equal justice and public service. The critical appraisal of
this commitment, in the context of a recent correctional reform effort
undertaken by the organized bar, furnishes the subject for Professors
Huff and Conner's book.
From 1974 to 1978, the American Bar Association administered a
$2,000,000 subgrant program by which lawyers were provided funds for
correctional reform projects through their state and local bar associa-
tions. Financing of the BASICS (Bar Association Support to Improve
Correctional Services) program came from a private foundation con-
cerned with penal reform (particularly as it affects the poor) and with
mobilization of the bar associations into servicepro bonopublico. The pro-
gram was conducted in two phases. Phase I involved small planning or
study grants. Averaging about $3,000, these grants were awarded to 77
bar associations throughout the nation. Phase II began when 20 of the
associations were awarded action grants, averaging about $20,000, to
implement their correctional reform proposals. Attorneys As Activists
summarizes the evaluation findings of BASICS Phase I and of four of
the 20 action projects comprising BASICS Phase II.
At the operational level, the research draws upon a broad array of
evaluation strategies, the logical rigor of which varies from a true experi-
mental design (e.g., a pretest-posttest control group study of the effec-
tiveness of a paralegal training program) through provisionary surveys
and case studies to, finally, casual interviews and observations. The un-
even methodology is dictated in part by the idiosyncratic nature of the
local projects, by limited resources and by the need for compromise in
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the face of unforeseen contingencies (a requirement not unfamiliar to
most field researchers). But the strategies to'some extent are also in-
formed by a temporal expedient, to wit: the evaluators, working closely
with the BASICS administration, sought to provide data and recom-
mendations bearing on the progress of the program. The shape of
emerging policy was key to their research. In the words of the program
director: "The evaluators became a part of the experimental team.
They were not disinterested, arms-length observers of our project, and
they were not dispassionate critics. They joined us in trying to make the
program work" (at 219-20). Here is evaluation research in the day-to-
day service of program goals, evaluation research whose purpose, among
other things, is "to let you know how you are doing as you are doing it
. . ." (at 221). No doubt, there is practical utility in this approach.
Yet familiar relations with program staff may imperil objectivity.
Offhand this might account for the gaps between the tabular data and
their narrative interpretation. This might also explain the tendency to
dismiss unfavorable results. An instructive example may be found in
Chapter 6 where a citizen dispute resolution center in Orange County,
Florida is described and evaluated. As a principal measure of project
effectiveness, complainants and respondents were asked twice to rate (on
a 7-point Likert scale) their satisfaction with the hearings, once immedi-
ately after the hearing and again several weeks later. At the first rating,
mean scores for the participants fell evenly between 2.0 ("somewhat sat-
isfied") and 3.0 ("just a little satisfied"); by the second rating there was a
slight decrease in reported satisfaction. Nonetheless, these modest re-
sults were accorded a genial interpretation: "Complainants and respon-
dents continued to report high satisfaction ratings 3 to 4 weeks after the
hearings" (at 149, emphasis added). Nor do matters improve. To rule
out alternative hypotheses, a comparison group of complainant-respon-
dent pairs who had not participated in the project were questioned sev-
eral weeks after their disputes had originally surfaced as to whether the
underlying problem had been resolved. Their responses indicated
roughly the same, or better, problem resolution levels as the pairs under-
going the hearings. The authors are skeptical, however. Regarding the
high scores of the no-hearing respondents: "This probably reflects a
general desire to avoid the problem, rather than a considered judgment
about the problem. Consequently, no meaningful comparison is possi-
ble with the hearing group..." (at 150). Evidently, only positive re-
sults will do.
Even more tendentious is a research agenda that ignores economic
concerns. One hardly need dwell on the scarcity of resources available
to social programs, from either the public or private sector, or on the
extravagance of testing for program benefits in casual disregard of pro-
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gram costs. Yet nowhere in Attorneys As Activists do fiscal variables enter
into the evaluation of action projects. Nor is the omission less striking
from the standpoint of the BASICS program taken as a whole. By way
of scattered references throughout the text, we learn that total grant
expenditures for Phase I and Phase II approximate $760,000. (Included
in this figure are grants for several demonstration projects and special
awards to minority group associations.) Of the $2,000,000 awarded to
the ABA for the BASICS program, was 62 percent consumed in admin-
istrative overhead?
Finally, there are other problems with the book. For example, the
writing is bland and repetitive, and the authors fail to take full advan-
tage of the evaluation research literature. These disappointments yield,
at least on the periphery, to a few valuable observations regarding attor-
neys and correctional reform: (1) the more structured and institutional-
ized the project, the fewer attorneys involved, and (2) while some bar
associations are receptive to reform projects, other bar associations pose
resistance in rough proportion to the visibility of the project. Unfortu-
nately, it must remain for future research to ascertain why.
DONALD J. HARRIS, PH.D.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF PENNSYLVANIA COURTS
SUPREME COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA
INTRODUCTION TO THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM: PRINCIPLES, PRO-
CEDURES, PRACTICE. By Gerald D. Robin, Ph.D. New York:
Harper and Row, 1980. Pp. xvii, 558. $18.95.
Where I was a student, one's introduction to the criminal justice
system came, if at all, as the last half of the course called "criminology."
That this half dealt with the detection, apprehension, adjudication, and
punishment or treatment of criminals was, so to speak, incidental. The
true topics of the course were such matters as the evolution of formal
social controls in urban settings; conflict and cooperation among and
between members of official and informal social organizations; the char-
acteristics of large-scale bureaucracies and how they were influenced by,
and influenced, their environments; the special sources, features and
consequences of law reform movements; the nature of ideologies and
how they were unmasked and supplanted; and methods of developing,
testing and criticizing predictive instruments. The police, defense attor-
neys and prosecutors, courts and judges, probation and parole staffs, and
prisons and, indeed, the work of students of these agents and agencies
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and their a&ions, all were grist for the instructor's generalizing mill.
One was expected to learn something about the strdcture and function-
ing of the criminal justice system to be sure, and about its variations
over time and space, but mainly one was expected to provide handy
illustrations of more weighty things.
The course is still taught that way in some places, but probably not
in those where Gerald D. Robin hopes to sell his text. In the latter, I
gather, knowing about the criminal justice system for itself is considered
important; or if it is a road, it is one leading back toward improvement
of the deterrent efficacy or fairness of the system. Such a view is, I think,
justifiable and probably captures the interest of most students of the
criminal justice system in community, junior and four-year colleges-
the author's announced audience. Given this view, the main terms
practioners use should be familiar; who these practioners are and what
they do should be known; what the system is said to accomplish, and
debates over the extent of accomplishment and how it might be in-
creased, should all be part of the course graduate's apperceptive mass.
The Robin text in the hands of a capable instructor should provide
that kind of decent descriptive grounding. Instructors of my bent will
want to supplement the text with more analytic materials. Such materi-
als will raise such questions as why authorities have been so reluctant to
accord certain rights to prisoners and why courts have been so slow to
insist that they do so, two of the many facts documented in the text.
They will also want to furnish more detail on the historical development
of the system to combat the tendency of the text to present currently
debated practices, such as "split" sentencing, as recent ones. They may
also want to provide views on the functions and fairness of the current
system, like "radical" views, that are less appreciative and more critical.
Other instructors will want to supplement the text with later references
to the literature, for although the volume is dated 1980, the references,
by and large, do not extend past 1977.
The text systematically covers the main processes and organizations
usually considered to be part of the criminal justice system. Less atten-
tion is given to the workaday experiences and feelings of practitioners,
defendants and convicted persons than I would prefer, but much atten-
tion is given to the conflicts and debates that are at the center of popular
attention. Students, in my experience, want to know about the latter.
Instructors can use this eagerness (which the text should reinforce) to
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
THE MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OF THE POLICE. By Donald Black. New
York: Academic Press, 1980. Pp. xiii, 274. $28.00.
Although a significant amount of research has been completed ex-
amining the exercise of discretion and resulting differential enforcement
of laws by police, the studies are generally atheoretical and geographi-
cally and temporally bounded. The Manners and Customs of the Police pur-
ports to raise the study of law enforcement to a more general, theoretical
level by reinterpreting the behavior of police within the context of the
sociology of law and social control. Specifically, Black attempts to de-
scribe and analyze the "manners" and "customs" of police by demon-
strating that their responses to crimes and domestic disputes are shaped
by systematic and predictable conditions in "social space"- e.g., demo-
graphic characteristics of the offender and complainant or victim, de-
portment and relationship of the actors involved, and victim
prosecutorial preference-rather than by strict adherence to legal pro-
scriptions and mandates.
Black structures the analysis to systematically relate essential ele-
ments of police behavior to conditions in the social environment. After
demonstrating in the initial chapter that each of the central police activ-
ities-patrol, investigation, and the handling of victimless crimes, juve-
nile offenders, skid row transients and traffic offenders-is shaped by
unique situational factors, Black provides a more detailed analysis of
selected police activities. Chapter two demonstrates how the police's re-
sponse to crime is shaped by the differential mobilization of law in reac-
tive social environments (citizens initate efforts at social control by
issuing a complaint) and proactive social environments (police react to
crime without citizen complaint). Chapters three, four and five, respec-
tively, analyze data collected in the mid 1960s in Boston, Chicago and
Washington, D.C., as part of Albert Reiss' well-known "ride along"
study. Black uses these data to demonstrate empirically that the police
response in deterring crime, arresting deviants and settling disputes is
shaped by a variety of social factors. The sixth chapter, coauthored
with M. P. Baumgartner, proposes a new approach to order mainte-
nance based upon "depolicing" and the promotion of citizen "self-help"
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and altruism. Finally, in an appendix, Black provides methodological
guidelines for quantifying the measurement of law, social control and
police behavior in ordinal and interval scales.
Black's analysis does, in fact, provide some interesting insights into
the methods by which police exercise discretion and respond to crime.
Data reveal, for example, that police are more likely to define an act as
criminal and react with an arrest when complainants and suspects are
relationally distant, complainants demand formal action, offenders are
rebellious and/or victims are deferential to police authority, and com-
plainants are white collar workers. The police response to dispute settle-
ment is also shaped by social space. Police are more likely to invest time
and effort in resolving conflicts when disputants are relationally distant,
upper-class, or white. Moreover, police favor the wishes of disputants
who are heads of households, older and deferential. In situations where
the interests of a group conflict with an individual, police favor the
former.
Black and Baumgartner's observations on the possible benefits of
depolicing are also thought-provoking. They suggest that a significant
decrease in the number of police, accompanied by a planned redesign of
architectural space and utilization of new and forthcoming technologi-
cal devices (two way wrist telephones, for example), may lead to an in-
crease in citizen responsibility, altruism and self-help. Black's call for
the quantification of police behavior as an instance of social control and
discussion of methodological strategies designed to achieve this end are
also worthy of review.
Unfortunately, however, The Manners and Customs of the Police is
neither a significant nor necessary contribution to the literature on po-
licing. The core of the analysis--chapters two, three and four, as well as
the appendix on the measurement of law and police behavior-are
merely reprints, with minor or no revisions, of articles which appeared
in journals between 1970 and 1979. While a reproduction of articles in
book form is not necessarily unimportant, Black has clearly failed to
couch the "manners" and "customs" of the police in more general the-
ory, and, more specifically, to "show how the sociological theory of law
applies to the behavior of police" (at 1). In fact, while The Manners and
Customs of the Police is, indeed, a sociological study of police behavior,
Black has clearly failed to explicate a theory of law, let alone "the" soci-
ological theory of law. Readers familiar with Black's The Behavior ofLaw
will recognize that the author has eclectically borrowed the theoretical
framework and hypothesis from this more outstanding work and loosely
tied them to completed writings on police behavior. Exactly how "the"
sociological theory of law is related to the manner and customs of the
police is left to the reader's own sociological imagination.
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Other significant shortcomings also detract from the quality of the
analysis. One must, for example, question the relevance of data col-
lected in the mid 1960s. Moreover, Black does not elaborate on the
generalizability of his findings. Can relationships found in Boston, Chi-
cago and Washington, D.C., be generalized to small city, rural, or state
police? The analysis is also stylistically uneven and lacks symmetry.
Some of the discussion is unnecessarily repetitive, e.g., description of the
same sample in chapters three, four and five, and the author has failed
to revise sections of previously published articles in accordance with the
purpose of the book and new research findings.; In one instance, Black
concludes his analyses of crime rates by noting, "There is no evidence of
racial discrimination in crime reporting" (at 83), while data on arrest
patterns indicate that, "No evidence exists in this analysis that the police
discriminate on the basis of race" (at 105). Only in a postscript does
Black indicate that these findings may be in need of revision. Finally,
Black and Baumgartner's views on depolicing, although interesting,
might just as well lead to a cataclysmic "Hobbesian war" as well as a
state of increased social order. The author's failure to provide even a
conclusion and the inclusion of an appendix on the measurement of law
which is better suited for The Behavior of Law highlight the unevenness of
the analysis.
In conclusion, Black has fallen far short of his intended purpose.
Had the author taken the time and effort to develop a theoretical frame-
work and then reinterpret extant data on police behavior in relation to
this model, The Manners and Customs of the Police might have been an im-
portant work. Readers would, however, be well advised to read The Be-
havior of Law in lieu of chapter one and then refer to articles published
as chapters in respective journals to avoid confusion. Although some
interesting insights are provided, especially in the chapter on dispute
settlement, The Manners and Customs of the Police is suited for neither class-
room nor practical use.





GEOGRAPHICAL PERSPECTIVES ON JUVENILE DELINQUENCY. By David
J. Evans. Westmead, England: Gower and Retail Planning Associ-
ates, 1980. Pp. x, 132. $27.75.
While the spatial analysis of crime in Britain has a long history,
geographers have only recently begun to contribute actively to the anal-
ysis. This book, concerned specifically with the residential environments
of juvenile delinquents, is therefore timely. Although the data pertain
only to young offenders living in Cardiff, South Wales, the author as-
tutely ensures its wider theoretical relevance by interweaving his own
results with previous findings in the United Kingdom.
Following a brief examination of various geographical perspectives
on crime, the volume focuses on aspects of the spatial, ecological and
behavioral analysis of juvenile delinquency. The first two themes are
essentially descriptive, drawing on official crime statistics, a carefully
justified but controversial data source. The spatial analysis, offering a
critique of the concept of "delinquency area," evinces a pattern of high
offender residence rates common to many British cities. Criminals clus-
ter most persistently in inner city terraces, but also characterize several
"middle ring" rooming house districts, and suburban local authority
council housing estates.
Regrettably, the ecological analysis is limited to a smaller data set
which facilitates a comparison of offender rates with the 1966 Census.
This is achieved by way of linear correlation, principal components
analysis and multiple regression. Despite the usual difficulty of ex-
tracting components which prove independent in substantive as well as
statistical terms, a brave attempt is made to integrate the findings
within a coherent conceptual framework of "the cycle of poverty." This
analysis is important in that it is one of the few British studies which
accords less (statistical) explanatory power to housing tenure than to
economic class as a predictor of the distribution of offenders. (Although
the association with housing is generally thought less applicable to
juveniles than to adults, who remain outside the scope of this volume.)
Finally, recognizing the explanatory shortcomings of area and eco-
logical descriptions, a behavioral approach is adopted. The author opts
for survey techniques, rather than pursuing the ethnographic tradition.
On the basis of it, three groups of sociological theories are evaluated (an
undertaking much enhanced by the decision to include the complete
interview schedule as an appendix). In a well-reasoned argument, Ev-
ans concludes that subcultural explanations are more appropriate than
either social disorganization and culture conflict theories, or those expla-




The author is to be congratulated on his adept deployment of the
X2 statistic as a simple aid to interpretation. It would have been more
satisfying still had some indication of the strength of the relationships,
rather than merely their statistical significance, been provided, or had
raw frequencies rather than percentage data been tabulated.
The short conclusion includes a cursory examination of some im-
portant areas for future geographical research: offense locations, crimi-
nal mobility and the application of an interactionist perspective to the
labeling of different housing areas. The question of victimization and
the relationship between offenders and victims is a surprising omission.
This slim, clearly written volume forecasts an increasingly struc-
tural and aspatial bent to the geography of crime. Nevertheless, its own
balanced account (if a somewhat limited cntical appraisal) of three ma-
jor approaches to a spatial sociology of delinquency should secure its
interdisciplinary appeal amongst those who seek an incisive contribution
to the still fragementary image of Britain's urban criminal.
SUSAN J. SMITH




CHILD MENDERS. By George H Weber. Beverly Hills, Ca.: Sage Publi-
cations, Inc., 1979. Pp. 223. $15.00.
Child Menders, at first glance, appears to be a book of interest only to
a small segment of individuals, child care workers. Upon closer scru-
tiny, however, the work is found to cover a large number of topics relat-
ing to life in a state juvenile correctional institution and a broad variety
of the problems involved in treating institutionalized delinquents.
While not employing the usual sociological jargon, the work explores
many of the subjects found in more traditional delinquency textbooks.
Weber accomplishes this task in a series of vignettes that depict day-to-
day problems in running and operating a total institution, Central State
Training School for boys. Both youth care professionals and sociologists
interested in juvenile delinquency, should find this book extremely in-
sightful. The work would make a good companion book to a more
traditional juvenile delinquency or juvenile justice text.
Through a series of vignettes, Weber exposes the reader to a range
of problems encountered by juvenile correctional staff. These problems
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involve issues such as staff disagreements, staff burnout, bureaucratic
hassles, staff discipline, and staff counseling and training. Going beyond
mere description, Weber familiarizes the reader with treatment strate-
gies without applying the usual medical-model labels to any specific
technique. He emphasizes a point that is iamiliar to anyone who has
worked in a correctional facility: most "counseling" takes place between
cottage or dormitory supervisors, often not formally trained, and delin-
quents rather than between professional "counselors" and delinquents.
Weber concludes that frequent exchanges between the administration
and cottage staff about problem youth are imperative and suggests how
this task can be accomplished without alienating staff personnel.
Many of the problems that led to the adolescents' initial incarcera-
tion are examined throughout the book in vignette form. Juveniles' feel-
ings about family conflicts and rejection, marijuana and drug abuse,
thefts, fighting and runaway behavior are all explored. Using the pre-
text of a joint meeting between the staff and administration of Central
State Training School for boys and Upper State Training Schools for
girls, Weber investigates the double standard of juvenile justice for boys
and girls. Weber finds that while girls are often committed for sexual
status offenses, boys are rarely institutionalized for sexual offenses. He
argues that this type of state paternalism has outgrown its usefulness.
The dialogue between staff from male and female institutions, in addi-
tion to stressing the double standard, expertly traces the current debate
on the elimination of status offenses from state juvenile codes. The staff
members from the female institution observe that sexual behavior en-
tered into voluntarily "is a moral matter-not a legal matter" (at 101).
They also remark that the situation might best be handled in the com-
munity rather than in the correction institution.
Of particular interest to criminologists who are concerned with ju-
venile delinquency is the detailed discussion of the inmate subculture in
the male institution and in the female institution. Rather than giving
the usual typology of inmate social types, Weber convincingly shows us
how juvenile social roles have a major impact on cottage life, and more
to the point, how such roles impede effective rehabilitation of some
juveniles. Through a variety of encounters in the male institution, we
are introduced to cottage "heavies," ".lieutenants," "booty bandits,"
"thieves" and "scapegoats."- In the course of interchanges between staff
from the Central and Upper State training schools, we get a firsthand
view of the differences in male and female inmate subcultures. The de-
velopment of "families" in the female institution and the accompanying
"family roles" show how gender role differences produce differing adap-
tations to the "pains of imprisonment." Each adaptation, whether in
the male or female institution, however, serves as a roadblock to positive
1982] 413
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behavioral changes. Weber's book communicates the exasperation that
staff in each institution experience when faced with these subcultures.
In dialogues between staff members, several remedies, i e., closer supervi-
sion of juveniles and extra care in room or dormitory assignments, are
suggested. Weber, however, offers no pat solutions to the problem. His
assessment of the situation is realistic because, according to countless
studies, there are no simple remedies. Although other works have ex-
amined the juvenile inmate subculture in more detail, Weber examines
the phenomenon within the context of the correctional experience as a
process and not just as a research question.1
The end of the book contains a "workshop" composed of instruc-
tional objectives corresponding to each vignette. The major points
presented in the vignette are reviewed for the student, and the opportu-
nity is given for discussion. This instructional aid could be of great use
to both practicing and potential youth workers. Common situations en-
countered in juvenile correctional facilities are surveyed throughout the
book. In addition, enough background information is given about juve-
nile offenders through vignettes to elicit discussion about most of the
theories of delinquency causation (e.g., subcultural, social control, and
conflict). While Weber did not intend the Child Menders to be a text per
se, the versatility of the work lends itself to a wide spectrum of delin-
quency study.
Weber's vignettes depict staff workers who are very concerned
about the welfare ofjuveniles. In practice, I question whether this much
concern is shown by most youth workers in residential settings. My past
experiences in correctional facilities are obviously different from
Weber's experiences. During my employment in male residential facili-
ties, I found very few dedicated juvenile youth workers. My skepticism
about the concern of most correctional workers for delinquents, how-
ever, does not detract from my favorable reaction to the book as a
whole. With commitment figures for private and public juvenile facili-
ties totalling approximately 74,000 juveniles for the year 1979, there is
an obvious need for trained youth workers. 2 The Child Menders, if used
properly, can serve as at least one tool in this training process.
WILLIAM E. THORNTON
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY-NEW ORLEANS
I See, e.g., C. BARTOLLAS, S. MILLER & S. DINrrZ, JUVENILE VICTIMIZATION: THE IN-
STITUTIONAL PARADOX (1976); R. GIALLOMBARDO, THE SOCIAL WORLD OF IMPRISONED
GIRLS: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF INSTITUTIONS FOR JUVENILE DELINQUENTS (1974).
2 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, LAw ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION,
OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION, CHILDREN IN CUSTODY:




PRISON SEXUAL VIOLENCE By Daniel Lockwood. New York: Elsevier,
1980. Pp. 167. $14.95.
In Prison Sexual Violence, Daniel Lockwood presents his study of sex-
ual aggression among male prisoners in the state of New York. This is
not a study of sexual violence at New York state institutions during a
given time period but rather an examination of the sexual violence "ca-
reers" of inmates located primarily at Attica, Auburn, and Coxsakie
prisons.
Methodological considerations aside, Lockwood's work is, as Hans
Toch writes in his foreword to the book, "a landmark contribution" (at
xi). Lockwood's contribution is enhanced by the lack of competition in
the field. Lockwood's review of the literature on prison sexual violence
consists of a scant four pages. One can see that it is not difficult to keep
abreast of the literature in this area. Few sources are cited after 1975,
and the most formidable work preceding Lockwood's is the well-known
study by Davis (1968) on rape in the sheriff's vans in Philadelphia.1
Why there is so little interest in sexual violence in prison is a question
which is not answered by Lockwood.
Lockwood makes a considerable contribution to the documentation
and understanding of prison sexual violence. Lockwood presents the
data collected through interviews, a content analysis of these interviews
and a review of the background data from prison files of 107 "targets" of
sexual aggressors and 45 inmate "aggressors" living in New York state
prisons for males. Further, targets are statistically compared to
nontargets and aggressors are compared to a control group on numerous
background and criminal history variables. Interviewers explored the
characteristics of the incidents, the impact of the sexual victimization on
the targets, and the aggressor's viewpoint on his commission of the "of-
fense" or "offensive behavior." Staff interviews provided additional in-
formation and focused on staff handling of the problem within the
institution. All of these data are presented in this unique compilation of
statistics and case materials.
Prison Sexual Violence is about sexual aggression among male prison-
ers. The reader should not be discouraged by the first sentence of the
text, which defines sexual aggression as a subset of "erotic encounters."
Although Lockwood continues throughout the book to call some verbal
assaults "imagined" or chalk them up to "hypersensitivity," he later de-
sists in the erroneous labeling of sexual aggression as an erotic act. His
definition of sexual aggression describes "a continuum of actions, all per-
t Davis, Sexual Assaults in the Philadlohia Prison System and Shiffs Vans, TRANs-AGMON,
Dec. 1968, at 8.
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ceived as aggressive, ranging from verbal propositions to gang rapes" (at
8). Therefore, all acts which targets perceive as sexually aggressive are
included within the boundaries of his inquiry. The operative word here
is aggression; Lockwood states that "the study of prison sexual aggres-
sion is a study of violence" (at 8.) However, Lockwood sees "proposi-
tioning approaches . . ." (about one-third of the incidents studied) as
"simply nonviolent requests for sex or 'propositions' " (at 118). These,
one must assume, come closer to Lockwood's definition of erotic en-
counters than do gang rapes.
Some of the language used by Lockwood diminishes the seriousness
of some acts and suggests, at times, an attitude insensitive to the victimi-
zation process. Lockwood explains that men may be approached po-
litely for sex and still perceive themselves as threatened and that target
perceptions in such cases create aggressors (at 118). Yet, Lockwood's
examples do not sound polite and the use of this phrase ("approached
politely") should be seriously questioned. Sexual aggression is not all in
the eye of the beholder. An interactive process is certainly described,
but it is not the target who makes the aggressor what he is (an aggres-
sor); rather, it is the aggressor himself who takes the threatening action.
According to Lockwood's random survey of inmates, 28 percent
were targets of aggressors to some degree. Only one had been subjected
to actual sexual assault (penetration). Lockwood contends that a rather
probing personal interview lessened the chance of under reporting. He
asks the reader to have faith in "a relatively low rate" of sexual assault.
Without further detail on this "probing method," it is difficult to assess
its adequacy in uncovering sexual assault cases. Inmates' hypersensitiv-
ity and homosexual fear, described by Lockwood, may certainly have
militated against reporting truthfully in the interview.
The value of Lockwood's study is not in its representativeness. The
targets and aggressors studied were not selected randomly, but many
subjects were drawn from case records in the institutions. However, the
detailed information obtained and data tabulated are significant and
helpful to those in the field who want to get a good understanding of the
nature of sexual violence in prison and its impact on targets.
The major exception one must take to the findings and conclusions
on the impact on the victims is the statement that "the psychic recovery
of the victim is essentially complete after a period of months" (at 99).
This conclusion was based on interviews by Lockwood. No psychiatric
evaluations were conducted and the case example used to support this
conclusion shows considerable psychic distress and denial on the part of
the target.
The most serious shortcoming of Lockwood's book is in his explana-
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tions of the etiology of prison sexual violence. The theory of a subcul-
ture of violence is used to explain prison sexual aggression. Lockwood
ignores data showing sexual aggressors are no more violent (as measured
by commissions of violent offenses outside of prison) than the control
group, and claims that the aggressors had more "tickets" for fighting in
prison than the random group. His claim, however, is not surprising
since prisoners are written-up for sexual violence, and Lockwood se-
lected aggressors through the records of write-ups. Yet Lockwood finds
clear support for a subcultural interpretation of prison sexual violence.
Although Lockwood recognizes the weakness of his subcultural interpre-
tation, his insistence on this interpretation hampers his analysis of data
and weakens his recommendations for alternatives to prison sexual
violence.
It is not until the last paragraph of the book that Lockwood ex-
plores another viable interpretation of prison sexual violence, stating,
"sexual violence in prison, the work of a subculture, also has its roots in
aggressive values spread widely throughout the American people. Indi-
vidual acts of rape emerge from a broad foundation of attitudes, beliefs,
and behaviors favorable to sexual exploitation" (at 154). Lockwood
should have explored this interpretation earlier; his analysis of the data
is rarely, if ever, enlightened by current sociological theory on the occur-
rence of sexual aggression outside the prison walls. Lockwood states that
the aggressor prefers women, but "places men in female roles" (at 125).
This may, indeed, be the key to understanding prison sexual aggression:
aggressors are the powerful ones inside the prison who behave as the
powerful do outside the prison. Sexual aggression is viewed from a soci-
ological perspective as an expression of power, dominance and control of
one group by another. Prison throws "outside" power relationships
(white over black, male over female) into turmoil, due to dramatically
reversed percentages of each in prison. New power bases are formed, in
some cases relying on common methods of control and dominance-
sexual aggression.
This interpretation, if not relegated to the last paragraph of Lock-
wood's book, would perhaps have been useful in the interpretation of
such findings as: 1) a higher incidence of prior and childhood institu-
tionalization among aggressors, which makes them, therefore, most es-
tablished in the power system; 2) aggressors are from the majority ethnic
group in prison or are allied with that ethnic group; 3) aggressors are not
more likely than nonaggressors to have been rapists outside of prison.
With respect to the latter, they have been selected out in the prison sam-
ple because they are no longer in a dominant position because of their
sex.
For a complete understanding of how theories of the exercise of
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power, dominance, and control and attitudes toward females in Ameri-
can society apply to prison society and to those designated as females
within the prison, more analysis of the inmate social system as a context
for sexual aggression is necessary. This would certainly be an appropri-
ate avenue for further analysis of the significant data Lockwood has
compiled.
LINDA MEYER WILLIAMS, PH.D.
RESEARCH CRIMINOLOGIST
HAMILTON, BERMUDA
VIOLENCE AGAINST WIVES. By R. Emerson Dobash and Russell Dobash.
New York: The Free Press, 1979. Pp. vii, 339. $14.95.
This study, based upon interviews with battered wives and a review
of police and court records in two Scottish cities (Edinburgh and Glas-
gow), is an important contribution to the literature on wife abuse and
violence.
Dobash and Dobash develop a theoretical and historical framework
for wife beating by tracing the legal, political, economic and ideological
sources of a husband's authority over his wife. Their case histories of
violent marriages are based on a thorough assessment of the history of
the marriage, the violent events within it, and the response of friends,
relatives and social agencies. Finally, the authors propose solutions to
the problem: they regard the refugees established in Great Britain and
North America as models and urge that social workers and medical and
legal personnel make ideological changes.
The authors assess violent marriages over time, exahnining the im-
pact of the extended family and social agencies upon the marital rela-
tionship. Their perspective places wife abuse in the context of the
husband's power and domination over the wife within the family unit,
and society's support of this arrangement. The book documents agency
failure to support egalitarian marriage. Unlike other works on the sub-
ject, Violence Against Wives explores the history of the marriage relation-
ship, enabling the reader to understand how abuse is embedded in the
normal course of marriage.
Dobash and Dobash refuse to blame the beaten wife and thus do
not fall victim to the "its her fault" form of victim-precipitation argu-
ment. Having gathered data similar to that of other authors, these two
interpret the data from a feminist and sociological perspective, asking
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what social (ie., structural, historical and economic) conditions support
the institution of wife beating.
Concluding that the tradition of wifely submission is at the core of
the problem, Dobash and Dobash illuminate some potentially powerful
solutions, as previous authors have been unable to do. They fail, how-
ever, to suggest what causes some husbands to beat their wives while
others refrain from doing so. The authors argue that marriage generally
is an institution in which power resides with the husband at the wife's
expense; and further, that the entire social system supports this arrange-
ment. Friends, relatives, the church, the educational system and the
criminal justice system support the power relationship which contributes
to wife beating. If this societal support is as strong and pervasive as the
authors contend, why do only some husbands beat their wives? If wife
beating is the natural outcome of a system that allocates total power to
the husband in the marital dyad, why don't all husbands beat their
wives?
One possibility is that some husbands have alternatives to physical
violence in the struggle to control their wives and the marriage. Hus-
bands who earn significantly more money than their wives, for instance,
have the capacity to withhold not only necessities but luxuries. The
force of this financial inducement to submission should not be underesti-
mated. While a wife may find the courage to rebel against a husband
who withholds money to feed her children or to clothe them adequately,
she may find it more difficult to resist the authority of a husband who
provides adequately for basic needs but withholds luxuries. Further-
more, although the authors point out that relatives and friends usually
support the husband's dominance, this variable is probably differen-
tially distributed. For some couples, friends and relatives support the
wife and thus deter a potential wife beater.
A second answer to the question of why wife beating does not touch
every marriage lies in the wife's responses. Some wives resist a hus-
band's dominance more aggressively than do others. After all, if the
wife were totally submissive, the husband would find less need to beat
her. The husband who comes home at two a.m. drunk, demanding his
supper, would be adequately deterred'from physical abuse by a wife
who waited up for him, keeping the food warm, or who immediately
arose to prepare his food without complaint. While these demands re-
main totally unacceptable, it is presumably true that some wives meet
these "needs." While such a perspective acknowledges the wife's part in
contributing to her own abuse, this theoretical viewpoint is not necessar-
ily inherently anti-feminist. Rather, wives who resist such demands may
be viewed as strong women who refuse to be dominated. Their resist-
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ance leads to counter measures when the husband attempts to reassert
his dominance.
Dobash and Dobash did not explore either of these two alternative
explanations for why only some men beat their wives, nor did they even
raise the question. The fact that alternative explanations were not ex-
amined does not, however, detract from the solid contribution the au-
thors make. In breaking away from the positivist tradition that has
enmeshed the problem of wife beating in a hopelessly individualistic
and anti-feminist quagmire, Dobash and Dobash provide fresh insight
into a theoretical and practical policy problem; the solutions to which
have long eluded scholars.
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